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MRFF SWIFTLY STOPS
MILITARY SUPERVISOR WEARING

"MAKE CHRISTMAS GREAT AGAIN"
MAGA-LIKE HAT

According to MRFF's 14 service member clients, their supervisor is
“a huge Trump fan and never stops talking about it,” “a huge Jesus

fan and also never stops talking about that,” and attempted to get his
subordinates "all to vote for Trump and to become Christians like him.”

MRFF OP-ED
ON DAILY KOS

Trending story on Daily Kos

Military Supervisor’s “Make Christmas Great Again”
Hat Sends Two Regulation-Violating Messages

By: MRFF Senior Research Director Chris Rodda

Friday, December 4, 2020

(Excerpts from Daily Kos/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

In military regulations, two things are often listed
together as things that a service member is prohibited
from endorsing or promoting while in uniform –
their religious beliefs and their political opinions.
Earlier this week, a group of military members came
to the Military Religious Freedom Foundation
(MRFF) about their military supervisor who was

promoting both at once. How? By wearing a red baseball cap emblazoned
with the words “Make Christmas Great Again.” 

According to the service members, this supervisor had a history of promoting
both his religious beliefs and political opinions, with one describing him in
an email to MRFF as “a huge Trump fan and never stops talking about
it,” and “also a huge Jesus fan and also never stops talking about that.”

The supervisor’s “Make Christmas Great Again” hat, the wearing of which
was also a violation of uniform regulations, was the last straw for his
subordinates, but they were afraid to say anything because he outranked
them. This is the number one reason that service members come to
MRFF – the fear of retribution if they complain to or about a superior. By
coming to MRFF and letting MRFF handle the situation, they can remain
safely anonymous.

MRFF founder and president Mikey Weinstein promptly went over the
supervisor’s offensively-hatted head, contacting the supervisor’s commander,
and the problem was quickly resolved in a matter of minutes, with the
commander ordering the supervisor to cease and desist from wearing his
religio-political headgear. 

[…]
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Thank you email from 14 grateful service members
who came to MRFF about their supervisor's

"Make Christmas Great Again" hat

From: (Active Duty Military Member’s E-Mail Address Withheld)
Subject: "Make Christmas Great Again" Red Baseball Hat
Date: December 3, 2020 at 4:22:49 PM MST
To: Information Weinstein <mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org>

Dear the MRFF,

We all would like to thank you for intervening into the hot controversy in our
military unit when our supervisor (name and rank withheld) began wearing a
red baseball hat which looked just like Trump’s MAGA hat. 

But instead of MAGA on it the hat carried the message “Make Christmas
Great Again”.

Our military supervisor is a huge Trump fan and never stops talking about it.

He is also a huge Jesus fan and also never stops talking about that.

Since he outranks us and is asshole buddies with our unit’s EEO and IG folks
there wasn’t much we could do.

As we work in a secure area we could not get any pictures of him wearing the
red “Make Christmas Great Again” baseball hat.

There are 14 of us in this group that asked MRFF to take our complaints for
action. 

10 of us are Christians and 1 of us is Jewish and the other 3 identify as just
no religious preference.

We contacted Mr. Weinstein in the evening and told him what was
happening. 

He told us how wrong it was for our military supervisor to be wearing that
hat in the way he was doing it and he asked for the contact information for
our supervisor's commander.

Next morning we noticed that the hat was no longer anywhere to be seen!
And our supervisor would not even make eye contact with any of us.

Mr Weinstein had called our commander in the early morning to demand that
our supervisor be ordered to never wear that hat again in our duty area and
during duty hours.

Mr. Weinstein told us that our commander had promised to comply with the
demand and agreed that the wearing of that hat was not to be allowed.

None of us felt as though we could object personally to our military
supervisor without facing his payback.

Mr. Weinstein had also demanded that our supervisor be disciplined for his
attempts to get us all to vote for Trump and to become Christians like him.

No word on that part yet.

Thank you & big shout-out to the MRFF for taking this on for us and getting
us the WIN!

We will all be so grateful always to the MRFF!

(names, ranks, MOS, unit and installation of Active Duty Military Members
all withheld)

MRFF: ’TIS NOT THE SEASON
FOR CHRISTIAN EXCLUSIVITY

IN OUR U.S. MILITARY

Unconstitutional Military Holiday Highlights
Exposed by MRFF

2019 – MRFF Victory! Jesus Candy Discontinued; Turns
out, People Didn’t like it Anyway!

2018 – MRFF Victory! Commander Immediately Rescinds
Order that Muslim Soldier Dress-Up as Santa Claus

2011 – MRFF Victory! Air Force Academy Backs Down on
Fundamentalist Christian “Operation Christmas Child”

2011 – MRFF Victory! Travis Air Force Base gives other
displays equal prominence nativity scene

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our

Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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